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CHAPTER Z
IHTRODUOTIOB
The Problem t The purpose of this study is to Investi-
gate the comparative validity of different types of subject
matter in Scholastic Aptitude Tests. In general the two
types of subject matter considered are (1) that based on
past experience and (2) that based on present ability to
learn*
why problem was chosen : Most scholastic aptitude tests,
often celled intelligence tests, are composed of subject
matter based on past experience of the pupils tested. It Is
at least questionable If past experience has a high degree
of correlation with ability to do school work. It seems
plausible and logical to assume that scholastic aptitude
tests based on ability to learn
,
academic subject matter
might show a higher correlation with school success than
teste based upon past experience. It is the purpose of this
study to try to determine objectively the comparative merits
of these two types of tests.
flfethod of prooedurei
A. Tests. A number of tests are available whose
contents are based upon past experience. The writer has used
for tests of this type the Tsrman Test of Mental Ability,
Form A. There are no published tests available based on
CHAPTER II
WIST HISTORY m CRITICISE Of KESTAlt TESTS
S&perimente In the field of mental testing were Bade
thirty off forty yeare ago and have b««n
carried on to the
p*e»«nt time. The earlier forms of tests
were more off the
nature of the present achievement teete.
giving parallel
to the achievement teete was another
type of intelligence
test. This type of teat firet appeared
in Paris in 1905.
having been worked out by Binet and
Simon. In the United
State*, Goddard, Terkes, Terman,
Thomdike, Whip le and other,
rapidly pushed forward further inventions
in this field.
Most of the tests of the early
period were single teete
.hlch dealt mostly with the sensory
and the motor processes,
in seas oases simple tests of
memory *ere used, and in a few
eases euoh as some of the early
tests of SineVSimon and
Sbbinghaue, the higher mental
processes were included in the
measurement. These, however, were
exceptions. If a group
of test, were given at the same
time, the score in It* test
«* used and not the gross score,
as is done today. This is
a marked contrast between the
earlier tests and most of those
which are now in use.
These early tests were not
standardised end no careful
method was used to determine whether
or not the tests were
reliable. There was no well
organised method for accurately
determining the significance of a
t.st by comparing the
scores made in It with other measures of achievement. The
results of the tests, so far as can be judged by the compar-
isons with other measures of achievement were for the most
part negative.
The consequence of this negative outcome was that tests
for a time fell into disfavor on the part of professional
psychologist* as well as on the part of practical school men.
There was some interest revived in 1906 when a committee on
tests was appointed, but they were not in general use or very
oopular until the United States entered the World war in 1917.
In that year the army and navy departments were confront-
ed with the stupendous task of how best to train a large army
of citizen soldiers in the shortest possible time. Some of
the leading psychologists in the country were called to help
solve the problem. They suggested classifying the soldiers
and selecting the best fitted for the most Important posi-
tions. It was impossible to use the Individual tests such
as the Binet-Slaon, because It would take too long to admin-
ister them, so a group test, called the Army Alpha, was de-
vised and administered to the army and navy. The results ob-
tained appeared to be significant.
31nce the close of the War, mental testing has become
very popular, not only in the field of education but in busi-
ness also, Most of the colleges today use some kind of in-
telligence or scholastic aptitude test in connection with
their entrance requirements. Many big business concerns are
using various types of tests and are Maintaining psychology
departments to develop and administer such tests. Sobs grade
schools and high schools are using standardised tests in
many subjects for promotion. In West Springfield the entrance
age to the first grade is six years, but a child may enter at
the age of five and one-half If he can make a required score
on the intelligence test*
So much time was used in administering the individual
tests and obtaining results that a vide usage of them was im-
practical. The results obtained from the Army Alpha group
tests were seemingly of such signif icance that some of the
leading psycholegists concentrated on group tests and many
were invented and placed on the market. The following are
some of the group tests now in general use In high schools
and colleges: the Army Alpha, Killer Mental Ability. Otis
ftroup Intelligence, Haggerty Intelligence Examination Delta 3,
Terman A and B Group tests, The National, The Thurstone, and
The Stanford Achievement, Diagnostic tests for all subjects
and mnerouG other tests were prepared by individual colleges
for use in their own schools,
An analysis of the tests mentioned will show the effic-
iency in these tests is largely dependent on past experience.
The following analysis of the Terman test illustrates the
nature of the subject matter of the tests. The parts of the
—6—
test are as follows* M Information, (2) Best answer, O)
word meaning, W logical selection, (5) Arithmetic, (6) Sen-
tence waning, (7) Analogies, (8) Mixed sectence, (9)
Clas-
eifloation, (10) Member series. The first
nine of these ap-
pear to be baaed on subject miter acquired
sometime in the
The tenth test of the Teman A, number
Series, Is dif-
ferent. The child does not have to
revert to his past expe-
rience (exempting ft Utile mental arithmetic)
to make a good
score on this test. He does not hare
to remember formerly
acquired facte in history, English,
geography, grammar, arith-
metic, general information etc., for
he is given the sample of
what is m***** •** *****
to U80 hU
"P? °f
tMnkiB8#
The Haggeriy Heading Examination,
9ig«n 3 B » 18
mostly based on past experience but
test three on paragraph
reading seems to be based on mental
ability. Tests four,
nine and ten of Thurstone's
Psychological Examination also ap-
pear to be based on ability to
learn. The Aptitude Test for
nursing resembles the Ability to
Learn test more than any
other, in this test, sections
three, four, me and seven
all appear to rest on subject matter
based essentially on
***** to learn. In the
Army Alpha group of tests,
test six
and possibly one are based on
ability to learn, but not on
the kind of learning met with in
school.
eHAPTHl III
COLLECTION OF DATA
There are many psychologists today who firmly believe
that environment Is the primary determiner of intelligence
while others believe it hereditary. Possibly the safest po-
sition should include some of the doctrines of both theories.
The behaviorlst believes that environment plays the greater
part in the molding of the child, and that the child brought
up in a poor environment will not show as high
intelligence
as the child of the so-failed "good* environment.
It might be well to ask the queetiomi Xs the environ-
ment that we have been accustomed to look upon as being
the
better environment better after all? Would not a more
mo-
notonous environment create an extraordinary desire
in the
child to get out of that environment and thereby
develop more
mental power to accomplish that desire? If, then,
in malting
a test based on past experience, on what
experience should
the test be based - the child of the so-called
poor environ-
ment, the child of the so-called good environment,
or a com-
bination of both - and how much of each? If
the home plays
the part wo are led to believe it does in
imparting knowledge
to the child, then the child coming from
immigrant parents
who know little of the customs, language,
etc., of this coun-
try should not be expected to have the
same experiences as
that of the child of the so-called better
environment, nth
«•Se-
this fact in mind the writer has constructed a test based on
ability to learn new material which is not affected by envi-
ronment to a great extent. Children from both rich and poor
will start on the same level, each child exhibiting primarily
hie ability to learn.
Physical disabilities such as poor eye-sight, defective
hearing, defective adenoids and tonsils, and other infirmities
of the body, help to retard the child. Surely, the child af-
flicted with any of these ailments can not be expected to
aoqulre the same experience throughout bis young life as does
the healthy child. A child with defective hearing, for in-
stance, who wight have great mental power, will be denied
the
opportunity of obtaining much knowledge through social
con-
tacts*
Then again a child gains much knowledge from
observation.
Some children possess a great ability for observing
the
slightest details and remembering them while others
lack that
ability. A child who possesses that power of
observation
very often does not have any more mental
ability to learn
than the child who le lacking that power.
Construction g &3 nf AblH*T *> Learn ' In thii
attempt to investigate the validity of the
ideas of change
suggested, a group of teste was constructed
on subject matter
that the students were supposed to know
little or nothing
Appendix for copy of the test.
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about and administered to 11$ students In the ninth grade and
to the same number In the tenth grade, faeh test calls for a
reproduction of only the subject matter that was studied dur-
ing the study periods of the test. Outside experience, other
than the ability the student has acquired of how to study and
his willingness to do his best, will not help him materially
to answer the questions. He Is thrown upon his own resources
and Is forced to exhibit his ability to "learn*.
The test Is made up of five study sheets and a test for
eaeh study sheet, with the exception of biology which has
two
teste. The artificial language teet Is both a study sheet
and test combined. The first page of the test proper
Is used
for tabulating the student's name and scores for the
different
sections of the test. The test and directions for
administer-
ing it will be found in the appendix*
A. The test by sections,
a* Biology
A conference was held with the biology
teacher
to ascertain what material could be used In
the test on biol-
ogy that the student had not studied in his
classes prior to
December 1, 193L the date of the administration
of the test.
A grasshopper was finally chosen as an
appropriate subject to
study, for the tenth grade was not scheduled
to study the
grasshopper until sometime later In the
year. On the study
sheet, fourteen different parte of the
graeshopper are named
-10-
showing the location of each of these parts. These vers
thought to be sufficient number of parts to learn; for more
than that number would probably males the test too difficult,
on the sane sheet there are eleven statements which the av-
erage student should know after several months study in bi-
ology. An effort was made to have these statements repre-
sentative of those that are discussed in any firet year bi-
ology class. It was thought that by having these different
kinds of tests, (1) learning the names and location of various
parte of a specified animal, (2) learning biological facts
that apply to animals, fishes, plants and human beings, that a
much broader field would be covered and it would be more read-
ily determined whether the student had the ability to learn
various phases of biology. The student is allowed five min-
utes to study.
On the test (Section i, Part A) is a drawing of the grass-
hopper with the names of the various parts left out. The names
are found below the drawing and the student is to place the
oorreot number in the parenthesis after the name.
The test (Section 1, Part B) is a list of the definitions
found on the study sheet with the biological names left out.
A list of the terms defined is below the definitions. The stu-
dent is to copy the number of the definition in the parenthe-
sis after the term which the definition best defines as shown
in the directions.
b. History,
The ninth or tenth grade student knows little or
nothing about English history* English history was chosen to
test the student's ability to remember dates, historical facts,
etc., In preference to ancient or United states history. In
the lower grades the students learn something about ancient
history through stories of ancient mythology, religion, etc.
and there Is constant mention made of facts in United states
history, A paragraph dealing with the character of Charles,
the second, of England and some facts pertaining to his reign
as kind were used for a test In history*
The sheet (Section II) Is the study sheet and the students
are allowed three minutes (see directions for giving test In
appendix) to read the paragraph as many times as the time will
permit.
On the test (Section II) there are twenty questions based
on the paragraph on the study sheet. These questions are of
varied nature dealing with dates, ages, religion, countries,
character* politics, etc. The student Is to place a check
after the word that best completes the statement. It is hoped
that some data can be found to determine whether the student
has the ability to learn history. This test was compared with
other similar tests In history and found to be representative,
c. Geography*
The study sheet (Section IV, Part A) is a man of
-12-
South America. There Is no doubt in the writer's mind that
the majority of the students tested recognised the map imme-
dlatsly as that of South America, While the student would
recognise the map it is safe to say that pupils of this age
know very little about any map other than that of the United
States and Canada. All the countries, two rivers, eight
cities, one island and the Panama Canal are all named. The
student is given three minutes to study the map.
On the test (Section XV, Part A) there is a map with the
name of the countries, rivers, etc. , left out, and numbers
substituted. At the left of the map is a list of the coun-
tries, rivers, etc., with parentheses after each name. The
student is to place the numbers that are on the map in the
parentheses after the corrent names as indicated in the direc-
tions (of, appendix). The writer hopes to determine by this
test the ability a student possesses in learning and locating
different countries* cities, etc., on the map.
On the study sheet (Section IV, Part B) ie a llet of
twenty statements that are discussed in most Industrial geog-
raphy classes in the high school. On this sheet there is ma-
terial dealing with countries, cities, rivers, minerals, man-
ufactures, etc., which the student ie anlced to learn in three
minutes.
The test (Section 17, Part 3) is a list of the same
twenty statements with the important word left out. Below
the statements Is a list of words that belong ia the blank
spaces. The student U to copy the number of the statement
in the parenthesis after the word that best complete* the
statement as shown In the directions (of. appendix),
d. English.
Section V, Parte A and B, is a study sheet on
which there are some literature and a poem. The student Is
allowed four minutee to study parts A and B, (see directions
for giving test in Appendix).
The test ( Section V» *) contains the same paragraph
on literature ae found on the study sheet with important
words
left out. Below the paragraph is a list of the words
that
have been left out. The student is to copy the
number of each
blank in the parenthesis after the word which
belongs in the
blank. The writer, hopes to determine if the student
has the
ability to remember the Important parts of any
paragraph in
literature.
in part B there are seven statements that
refer to the
poen studied on the study sheet (Section IV, Part
B). To al-
low for the chance of guessing the student is
to mart the
statements, true, false, or didn't say. It Is
believed that
from this test some data can be found to
determine the stu-
dents' ability to interpret poetry correctly.
This however
Is not established.
e» Artificial language.
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The test (Section III) la on an artificial lan-
guage* It is placed first in the series of tests (1) because
it is of a different nature fro© the others, (2) it is to
break the continuity of thought of the other teats. The stu-
dent has just finished studying five sheets of subject matter
and no doubt expects to start immediately answering questions
dealing with that subject matter, McGoech1 made a study of
remembering and forgetting and found that the amount of mate*
rial a person forgets is not determined so much by the time
Interval between the studying and the reproduction as it is to
wh&t enters the mind during that interval. The artificial test
is used then in this position to introduce material of an en*
tlrely different nature into the students* mind thereby making
it harder to remember the previous studied matter. In this
way the student will have to show more of his power and abil-
ity to learn. The artificial language test measures primarily
the ability to be careful and to observe. The student is al-
lowed to consult the rules and vocabulary while taking the
test as often as he wishes and is required to remember only
for a very short time.
To determine the proper amount of time to be allowed for
each study sheet and each test, the test was administered to
three groups (eight to ten Individuals to the group) at dlf-
1, JsoGoeeh, From lecture delivered at the meeting of American
Psychological Association, Toronto, Canada, September, 1931*
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f event time a. These groups were classified as bright, medi-
ocre and poor student© from the teachers* estimates and marks
to determine what would be a fclr time llaait on the study
sheets and the test Itself,
In scoring the teat of Ability to Learn, the scores for
each test are placed in the location designated on the cover
of the test Itself, one point Is given for everything the
student does correctly but nothing Is deducted for mistakes,
excepting In the artificial language test. In this test ©red-
it Is given (one point) for every correct word that Is crossed
out or underlined. For ©very wrong word crossed out or under-
lined the student is penalized one point. For example t in
the first sentence, "ego set lat moh,* i&£ ehould be crossed
out. If only the word jfel is orossed out credit of one point
la given for the sentence. If any other word is crossed out
there is a penalty of one point for every mist&ke and the
score for the sentence is sero or minus what ever the number
might be but in no case is the total score of this test scored
less than sero. The sooree of the different tests are added
up and the gross ecor© found. It is the gross score that
is
used in thle study In making general interpretations.
fldsAnletratloft of test of AbUltv to Learn, In the
ninth
grade it was possible to administer the Ability to Learn
test
to the whole group of 115 students at the same time. In
the
tenth grade, however, the test was administered to the
same
limber In two groups. There ms no room In the high school
large enough to accomodate more than sixty-four students.
An attempt vaa made to make condition© as ideal as poa-
sibls and to create an incentive in the students to do their
beet. The students were told that the marks on the teste
would not count in their daily records but that each student
me expected to do his best in order to make it easier for
the
teaohere to determine what students needed extra help in
their
school studies. Esther every student did his best the writer
has no my of determining, In ewery group there are some stu-
dents who have the ability but either because they
bare never
learned how to study, or they are satisfied to do Just
enough
to get by or for other reasons, possibly not
known even to
themselves, never do their beet in any kind of a
test. Again
there are others who through nervousness,
fear, etc.
,
Just oan-
not do their best work in a test,
la the tenth grade one group of students
took the test
the first two periods of school and another
group periods
three and four. There was no way that one
group could in any
way give any information to the other group*
It took about an
hour and fifteen minutes to administer the
teet.
It appears to the writer that the best
time of the year
to administer the test to the tenth grade
is in the second or
third week of September. This eliminates
any chance of the
student gaining information in his classes
that might aid him
-17-
later in the test. In the ninth grade there is very
little
opportunity for the student to gain any advance information
in his classes that will later he used in the test,
unless,
perhaps, one or two facts in general science. The
test ©an
he safely administered to the ninth grade any time
during the
year hut preferably during the first half. The test
*ae con-
structed in the middle of November and was administered
dur-
ing the first week of Dsoember.
am*mg of am m Tagman • The T9rwan soorea **ra
taken from the scores the students made on April 1,
1931«
The Ability to team Teat was given December 1, 1931 •
months later, X» order to find out what the
student would
probably made on the Terman Test on December 1, 1931
*r
months after he had taken the test, the method
was employed
as explained by Perolval *• Bymonds.
1 Symonds says, -If one
does not wish to repeat the Terman test,
soores may be esti-
mated from a previous testing with only
little less accuracy,
over a year's interval, than they may be
determined by a
fresh testing. If the interval is not
exactly a year, the
values in Table 12 must be multiplied
by the ratio of the
time interval to one year, before adding
to the original
scores.* The values in Table 12 of
Rymonds. -Ability stand-
ards* were multiplied by 2/3 (* ^ths is 2/3 of ons
year)
and the result added to the original
score of April 1, 193L
1. Symonds, OCJ I
In this study only the marks on ROa,tlemlc
subject* are used for this is a study of mental ability end
not mechanical ability. In the ninth grade the subjects need
are Stoglish, general science, social science, business arith-
metic, Latin, algebra, and French. Of the 115 al»*k eraAe
students who took the teat, there were only eleven who were
studying Latin, algebra and French. There were not enough
students in the college preparatory group (about fifty) so the
test was given to the general group who were available at
the
time with the addition of eleven from the college group.
The marks In the above subjects were averaged for the
first three marking periods. M marking period is about
nine weeks. Three marking periods were thought to
be suffi-
cient for there is a greater variety of marks
between the first
sad third marking periods than between any other
two periods.
This difference is partly due to (1) the teacher
might have
found that she was either too severe or not
severe enough dur-
ing the first two marking periods, (2) the
student who had
been groping In the dark has found hiseelf or (3)
he has
learned to know his teacher* s ways, etc.
in the tenth grade the subjects used are Snglish,
biology,
goography, medieval history, bookkeeping,
and in a few cases
French and algebra. The students examined
were In the commer-
cial or general group? there being no
students of the college
group tested. The first three marking
periods were used as
—19—
in the ninth grade. The student's avetsfs «»r* In both
glades is correlated *ith his Teraen score and with the
teacher's estimate and the Ability to Learn score.
tmtmM The teachers* estimate is what the
teacher rated each student in her elasees on hie ability to
learn that pgMl subjest* The estiaats was en a basis
of 60-100 and the students were rated only In eeadewio sub-
jects* The estiaatss were averaged and correlated with the
|pr*m test scores, the ability toM tcores, Ntf Ifctt
sehool n&rks*
In the ninth grade the coefficient of correlation between
the teachers* sstlss&te end the ftmS scores (.9* *.CM) t be-
tween teachers' estimate and the Ability to team test scores
(,5d <M*1)» between teachers' satinets and the school warlee
{•7« w**« bigher than those of the tenth grade,
Thie
iD due possibly to several factors* The ninth trade
teacher
smftee wore contact with the student than the tenth
grade tea
teacher <l), she has kttovm the student at least
indirectly
thr<nighot!t the seventh and sign** grades (2), «be has
a leaewl-
edge from wnversatione with other teachers
of the wental
ability of asany of the students before they
enter the ninth
grade <?), and she has been called on to
help in disciplinary
neasures during the students' stay in the
seventh and eighth
grades several other factors might
be mentioned that as-
sist the tsacher one way or another.
-20-
The ooefficlents of correlation la the tenth grade be-
tween teachers 1 estimate and Terman scores {.k$ *.05), be-
tween estimate and ability to leam eooree (.365 *.053), be-
tween estimate and school marks (.7** *,G38) were muoh lower.
This Is probably due to the fact that the teachers were not
glwen a long enough period to get acquainted with the stu-
dents* The estimate in this study was made after the third
month. This might be long enough for some teachers to
get
fully acquainted with the student but for others It
seems t*
be too short a period. In the west Springfield High
School
there are three teachers who have newer taught
In the system
before, and their estimate* were used In this study,
one of
these teachers is teaching In the public school
system for
the first time (he taught several years in
private sohools)
and his system of marking seems severe.
Possibly his esti-
mates are too low and he has been expecting
too much from his
students* Another of the new teachers has
had but two years
experience teaching and she too might have
set her standard
too high. The different conditions
that prevail in the senior
high school such as new teachers, older
fellow students, more
home work, higher standards in the various
subjects, more
extra-curricular activities, more initiative
to be shown, and
possibly less supervised study might
make it more difficult
for the student to find himself, and
give the teacher who is
estimating his ability an unfavorable
impression as to the
-21-
etudent's ability to learn his subject.
Owing to the fact that the coefficients of correlation
between the Terman scores, the ability to learn scores,
the
school marks and the ninth grade teachers' estimate are
high-
er than between the same factor® in the tenth grade,
it ap-
pears that the ninth grade teachers know the ability
of
their students better than the tenth grade teachers
and that
their estimate is more valid. Possibly the tests
measure
wore accurately in the ninth grade.
Tabulations.
a. Tenth grade*
The following table shows the arrangement of
the students in the tenth grade *f^ff *• A^%T
individual, the second column the Ability to
Learn Test
marks.
Wuaber
of
Student
1
2
I
I
I
11
12
%%
Ability
to Learn
Score
120m
106
106
*99
99
99
i95
95
Tarman
Test
m
173
Teacher *s
Estimate
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a. Kintb grade.
The following table showa the arrangement of
the students in the ninth grade according to the Ability to
team Teat scores received* the highest first and then In
descending order. The first column givee the number of the
individual, the second oolu&n the Ability to i*am Test
score, the third column hit Terasn Teet score, the fourth
column hie Teacher 1 s estimate, the fifth column his school
marlea.
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CHAPTER IV
STATISTICAL IMTBHPRKTATIOif
Statistical methods are procedures which are hcleful
In analysing and mmwrislng collections of quantitative
facte and the relationships til sting between -sets of paired
ouanttt;vtive fact®. Any one statistical method may toe an
Inadequate mourns of fully describing any group of data.
In order to secure cla&r and mild interpretations of the
data in this study the following methods are used}
(1) graphical, (3) coefficient of correlation (Pe&rsonian
method)) and (3) quartile,
graphical nothodU. The study of the distributions of
Teraan scores, Ability to I*eam Test scores, teachers*
estimate, and the school martte in the ninth and tenth grades
is expressed by line graphs. The horizontal axis represents
the ?cale along ^ioh the intervals of the frequency dis-
tribution arc laid off. The vertical axis represents the
number oases.
These line graphs do not adhere exactly to the normal
probability curve, due partly, no doubt, to the small number
of cases* However, there is the customary rise in the center
designating that the greater number of the group have a narrower
range in ecore while there is a smaller number who excel and
a like number who have scores below the majority of the group.
Any distribution becomes smoother as the number of cases be*
coses larger. Whan ths total numbs; of e«<s«e la as large as
*»00 or 900, the irregularities are not often pronounced.
Figure 1 shows the dlstlbution of tha Terwan scores and
the AMlity to Loam scores of tha tenth grade (115 e&ees.
)
The Ability to team distribution curve© rises wore evenly
and la wore regular throughout than tha Terwan distribution
curve. It la a little higher, at one point, in the middle
group than tha Teraan distribution curve but thla is o<w>~
parativaly negligible. Tha lower and of tha the Theraan
dltrlbution curve is lower than tha Ability to Learn uis»
tribution curve but the other end runs higher*
Figure & shows the distribution of the Ability to Learn
test scores and the Term&n scores of tha ninth grade. The
dlatribution curve of tha Ability to Learn test has two dis-
tinct »lddle groups, one five places higher than tha second.
Tha dlatribution curve of the second middle group ia Just aa
high aa the highest point in the Tenaan distribution curve.
The lower end of the Ability to Learn Is higher than the lossr
end of tha Tarawa distribution curve but it ia vica-varaa on
tha other end*
Figure 3 shows the distribution of tha Ability to Learn
scores in the ninth and tenth grades* The stiduie point in
the tenth grade ia twenty points higher than one of the Ridele
points In the ninth grade and tan pointe higher than the other.
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vh« red Una represent* the distribution of the Ability
scores in the ninth grade.
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Ability to !.«um scores of 115 ™ of thTIbility
Th« black line repreeents the distribution
ne *w* 7
to Learn scores in the ninth grade.
The curve in the tenth grade is much more even
throughout.
There are fewer low scores in the tenth
grade and more high
scores than in the ninth grade.
Figure k shows the distribution of the school
marks and
the teachers' estimate in the tenth grade.
The teachers estim-
ated that nineteen students would receive
marks lower than sev-
enty whereas the school marks show that
twenty-six students
failed. It was estimated that twenty-seven
would receive marks
hetween seventy and seventy-four but the
school marks place
thirty-two students in this group. In the
center group the
estimate placed forty-one students but the
school marks have
thirty-four. Between eighty-five and
eighty-nine the estimate
is two points higher while in the
interval ninety-four it is
the eame as the school marks.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of the
Ability to MU«
scores and the school marts in the
ninth grade. In the
teachers- estimate there are twenty-nine
students who received
grades less than the passing mart (70)
while the school marts
show only «< failures. Between
70-7* the estimate (33) and the
school marks (35) nave a difference
of two points. The estimate
predicts thirty-four will receive a
grade 75-79 hut the school
marts place forty-four (nine more)
In this interval. There
are twenty-ane according to
the school marks between «W* but
only eight in the estimate.
The estimate has one more (10)
between o5-o5 «-» «» W ' "°
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The black line represent* the distribution of the
teachere* estimated aarke of 115 students of the tenth grade.
The red line reoreaente the distribution of the eohool marts
of 115 students of the ea»e grade.
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In figures 6 and 7 it ie possible to represent the
feraan score* end Ability to Learn scores of the ninth and
tenth grades at the same time that the teachers estimate and.
school narks are shown. This Is shown by taking- the lowest
soore to be used, and instead of intervals of five points, as
in the case of the estlas.te and school marks, it Is possible
to let the Interval represent fifteen points. In this way ths
©urves of the Ability to Learn scores and Teraan scores, spread
over comparatively the same limits as those represented by the
teachers* estimate and school marks.
T&bles 1~& ghow the distributions of Ability to Learn
scores and Teraan scores and the teachers* estimate and school
marks in the ninth and. tenth grades. In order to make this
data appear clearer it Is represented graphically In figures
1*7 •
ammnsry of graphical method!
Figure 1 showing the distribution of the Teraan scores
and Ability to Learn scores in the tenth grade appears to in-
dicate that one test is about as reliable as the other, at least
for the tenth grade. Both curves follow the normal probability
curve mm well as could be expected with so small a number of
students (115). The Ability to Learn curve is a little more
even throughout.
Figure 2, showing the distribution of the Ability to- Learn
scores and Teraan scores In the ninth grade might indicate that
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TABL2 1
fbm distribution of Ability to Learn Test scores of 115
students in tenth gratis. These scores are grouped In five-
point divisions*
us - 120
113, - 115
- 110
ffOlt Oft ?U?US
1
1
2
I
10
I
I
Median 'cores
115
70. a
An examination of Table 1 shows that more students re-
ceived Ability to T eam Test scores between 66-70 than be-
tween any other five point interval. Five students re-
ceived high scores while seventeen received low sooree.
-Ro-
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The distribution of Tarman Mental Teat, Scores of 115
students in tenth grade. The Mental Teet eooreo are grouped
in five-point divisions*
Terman Scoria ^her of rwllP,
US - 190 IUl - 165 |
xil - xm ?
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Iff - 176 5161 - lfe
156 - 1«
151 *j1% m 1
ihi - i
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111 - 135
126 - 130
121 - 125
116 - 120 it
\
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106 - 110 I
101 * 105
96 - 106
i:I I
*1 - 1
If * 1
71 * 75
"TXn
Median Scoria 119.^
An examination of Table 2 shows that more students
re-
ceived Tenaan Test scores between 111-115 than between
any
other five-point interval, Oxuj th^e students received high
scores, while twelve received low scores. The sane
nuwber of
students (11) received scores bstween ll6-12l as those
who re-
ceived scores between 126-1J0.
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The distribution of marks taken froa the tenth grade
teachers' estimate of 115 students. The marks are groupea
in five-point divisional
Tiers' intimate f*p f of FugiijL
^i
7
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Median soore ' 1
An examination of Tahle 3 shovs that
one student re-
eeived A (90-100) and eight received 1 (9$*&9)
nineteen *»
ceived 3- (30-3*0 toll* sixty-eight or 59^ °*
th« claftS rs
"
oeived (70-79). Einet©*n students fail*d
to receive a
passing grade (70)-
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The distribution of school marks of 115 students In the
tenth grade. These score© are grouped in five-point divisions.
Median score m*
An examination of Table k shows that ove one half
the
group received marks between seventy and seventy-nine.
Twenty-six students received marks less than the passing
mark seventy. There was only one studsnt who
received a
Berk of ninety of A while six received a mark
between eighty-
five and eighty-nine or B.
•school mii
100
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The distribution of Ability to Learn test
students In ninth grade, These Bootes are grout
point divisions.
Test Scores
96 - 10091-95
gl *
No* Ql
12
15
22
Median Score
An ©semination of Table 5 shows that more students re-
ceived Ability to Learn test scores between 1*6-50 than be-
tween any other five-point interval, only one student re-
ceived a high score while twenty-sir received low scores.
mi $
The distribution of Tetanus. Kentel teat scores of U5
atudente of ninth grade. Those seoree «*• groped in five-
point divietone,
awn ^ocTQft aspit,. < wfti
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I
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An Saaainstlon of Table 6 shows that aore student* re-
celled Teraen Test nmtw between 101-105 than between any
other five point interval; There me only one student whoee
score me between 116-170* «*re twenty-one low ecoree
»J&Wgi www*
in five-point OiTisiona,
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The distribution of school marks of 115 students in the
ninth grade. The marks are grouped in five point divisions.
School Marks Ko, of students
100
115
Median ecore JM
1
An examination of Table g shows that over half ths
class (eighty~five) received ©arks above seventy-five.
There wore only six students who received marks below pass-
ing grade (70), Sfiae students received the grade of I or
#5*^9, but there was none who received above 90 or A,
the ferman test is more reliable but there Is no definite
proof. The Ability to Learn curve is skewed to the left out
it Also has a second high point which is just ii high as the
terman highest point. Ho explanation can he given for the
two points in the Ability to ke&m curve. It seems plausible
to say that one test is no better than the other.
In the composite graphs figures 6-7 there doasn't
se » to be enough evidence to say that one test is any better
than the other.
In the graphical representation the relationship between
two sets of data is shown in a general way and not specifically
as in other statistical methods such as the correlation and
quartile methods,
Hie Pe&rsonian method is used in computing the ooef-
1
floients of correlation and is taken from Walter S, Konroes
this method is possibly the most reliable of there all for
indicating whether a relationship exists between two sets of
data collected on the same individuals.
Mr. H. 0, Rttgg said., "When (r is the symbol used for
the coefficient of correlation) is below ,15 or ,20 the corre-
lation is negligible. It is present but low when «r" ranges
1. Monroe, W.S., theory of Educational Measurements,
Houghton Mifflin Go, l$25» P.3&2.
Tenth grade correlation (Pearsonian method)
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The absence of any relationship between two sets of
paired facte is expressed by the coefficient zero (0)j a per-
fect positive relationship is expressed tor unity (1)| and a
perfect negative relationship is expressed by minus one (-1),
The reliability coefficient is a general measure that
tends to show the trend of behavior of the test when used
with a large number of students. Ar the coefficient in-
creases, the indication is that such tests will tend to give
©ore nearly the same result if used again or that one equiva-
lent fans will give more nearly the same result as another.
In case the distribution is approximately normal, the
quartlle range can be interpreted as a measure of deviation
from tie median. This measure of deviation is called the
probable error (P.2.) The formula for probable error is
p. 8, ,67*i9-lk£L
A correlation to have validity must be four times
greater than its probable error. In this study the coefficient
of correlation between the Terman scores and the Ability
to
team scores is ,67 and the P,S. is .03*. The coefficient
(.67) is considerably greater than four ti-ee its
probable
error ( *0jk) whioh indicates that the correlation is reli ble.
Coefficients <* correlation for both the ninth and tenth
Statistical Method Applied to education
Dy C
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grades are obtained between the test of Ability to Learn
score aad (X) the Taxman A test scores, {2) the teachers
»
estimated marks, (3) the school marks*
Summary of correlation* By the correlation method it ie
shown how the Teaman test and the Ability to Learn test eor-
related with the teachers * estimate aad school marks. There
is a high correlation between the Terman and Ability to
Learn tests in both grades, the coefficient being the same
(,67)* The coefficients of correlation between the Terms*
scores and school marks and ths Ability to Learn
scores and school marks 1»k6y} in the tenth grade are practi-
cally the same, there being a difference of four thousandths.
This might indicate that one test is Just a* reliable as the
other in the tenth grade*
This, however, is not true in the nlth grade. The co-
efficient of correlation between the Ability to Learn scores
and the school marks (.60) is fourteen points higher than
the coefficient between the tenaan scores and school marks
This indicates that the Ability to Learn test is
more reliable than the Terman test in the ninth grade.
The coefficient of correlation between the Terman scores
and teachers* estimates in the tenth grade Is ten points
lov-
er {.^) than the same in the ninth grade (.5*0. The coeffi-
cient between the Ability to Learn scores and teachers
esti-
mate In the tenth grade (*3«) i» I**1 *1*8 low*r
than
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that of the ninth grade (.5*). Thie might indicate
that
the teachers* estimate in the ninth grade Is
©ore reliable
than that of the tenth grade*
%uarUls place^nt_»ethod. Students are arranged in
quattllee according to their scores in the teet
to he com-
pared, and the percentage of perfect
correspondence and the
total points misplacement are determined.
The points of
misplacement are determined (1) by the number of
misplace-
ments, and (2) by the amount of misplacement,
one student
changing one quartile equals one point of
misplacement.
Quartile number four is composed of the poorest
students.
Perfect correspondence of eases means that s
student's
scores remain in the same quartile for
the two tests that
are compared, Misplacement means that a
student's score in
one factor of a comparison is in a
certain quartile and in
the other factor compared his score is
in a different quar-
tile. For example, a student may he
in quartile II in one
test and in quartile III, or I? in
the other test as the
case may he*
Point misplacement is obtained by finding
the sum of
the total misplacement in that particular
quartile. For ex*
ample, if * student in quartile IV in
one test mows up to
quartlls XI in the other test compared the
point misplace-
ment is one; if he mows un two
quartilee the point mis-
placement is two, etc. (Table 12, in quartile
IT there are
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TABLB 9
Show the comparison of corrftlations between Terssan
test scores and each test of the Ability to Lean* test
scores of the ninth and tenth grades.
tenth grade &te*h
Tenaaa scores and Test I .56 .g **gg
ass ksk* 2S rSst in *1 *:8i? :8 * 8STera&n scores and Te ll *gs t'^L J? * oto
Tenaan Scores and Test IV .62 *.0|S #H ±
Teraan Scores and Test V .70 *.0J2 .53
An examination of Table 9 shows that the
joj^^lents
in thenlnth grade while ower are more constant than
In the
tenth 4ad®7 There is only a difference of six points
be-
tween the lowest coefficient In the ninth f^l» ^« "g***'
Thaw ifa difference of forty-one points between the lowest
Si highest coefficient in the tenth grade J^'n ffi"2rtn
in* to note that the coefficient of test No, ill
in
irlde was as low as .29 while in the »ith grade
th
•
«•
test was M* So explanation was found to account for this
difference of 19 points. The average coefficient
of corre-
lation for eaoh test In both grades is
Ability to Learn Test Test I .51
*.046"
ainua^eet m in
&Q T#tt n if|
Teraan test
Test III .3***052
Test »o
;
X weighted
^ Teat JT t3k t.ohj
Terman Test
f^ f ^6ut4 oyi
Ability to Leara Test
minus test Fo. Ill lLO
vs *^
School marks
The results of experimenting with test III
and test 1
in the tenth grade.
~5>
TABLin 10
Show the comparison of correlations of Tetaan Teet
scores, Ability to Learn Teat scores and teacher *s estimate
and school marks of 115 students in the ninth and tenth
grades
Terman Test Scores vs.
Ability to Leam Test scores
Terman Test scores and
Teachers 1 Estimate
Ability to Leam Test scores
and Teachers* Estimate
Ability to Learn Test scores
and chool Marks
Terman Test scores and
School marks
Teachers* estimate and
School marks
Tenth Grade Ninth Grade
.6? 4.0^
.67
jfc.050 *.oM*
.53 *.o*n
,1*67*, (#9 .60 *.0^
,^63*, 0^9
.7% ±,02S .7*
An examination of Table 10 shows that the coefficient
of correlation between the Terman scores and Ability to Learn
scores is the same (.67 **03*0 In both grades. The average
coefficient of correlation between the Terman scores and
teachers* estimate In both grades (.^9 **047) is one point
higher than the average coefficient between the Ability to
Leam and teachers* estimate in both grades (,kS *,0k8). The
average coefficient of correlation between the Ability to
Leam scores and school marks In both grades (.53 **0*K?) is
seven points higher than the average coefficient between the
Terman scores and the school marks In both grades (M> *.0h9)«
This seems to indicate that the Ability to Leam test is
more reliable than ths Terman test at least when the two
teats are correlated with the school Barks in both grades.
six one point misplacements, fire, two point misplacements,
end one, three point misplacements, giving a total of nine-
teen point misplacements,
}
fable 11-23, shows the correspondence of cases, the
quartlles, and the point misplacements. Comparing the Abil-
ity to Learn quartile© and the Taxman quartilee of the tenth
grade, there are 62 cases of perfect correspondence and 73
points of misplacement. Comparing the same In the nlth
grade there are 53 oases of perfect correspondence and 79
points of misplacement. This indicates that more students
of the tenth grade remained in their respective quartlles
than In the ninth grade. Table 2fc shows a complete summary
of the guartile perfect correspondence and point misplacement
of Texman and Ability to Learn scores} Ability to Learn
scores and teachers' estimate} Terman scores and school marksj
estimate and school marfee; Ability to Leam scores and school
marks in both ninth and tenth grades,
fliMwarv of cruarttie method. When the Ability to Leam
scores are compared with the school marks In the tenth grade
there are thirteen more cases of perfect correspondence (W)
and twenty-five points less misplacement than when
the Terman
scores are compared with the school marks <3W« Comparing
the Ability to Learn scores and the teachers*
estimate in the
same grade there are two percent more oases of perfect
cor-
respondence (Mtifi) and seven points less misplacement
than
TA3L8 11
This table shows the rang® of the quaxtilee used in the
Ability to Learn bcores, Terman scores, teachers' estimate
and school siarks in the ninth and tenth grades.
Tenth Grade
Tewaan Scores
First quartile (above 13MK
Second qu&rtlle (120 - X3* f 9)
Third qu&rtil® (106 - 119**) t
Fourth qu&rtile («5» thru 107,9)
Teachers 1 Estimate
First quartile (above $0)
Second quartile (77 - SO)
Third quartile {72 - 11**1
Fourth ouartlle {up thru 71*8)
Ability to Learn Scores
above 05*5)
71 - $5>5l
59 70,2!)
up thru 58.9)
School Harks
Above 79*2)
(up thru 7°«*)
Ninth Orade
Tersnn Scores
First qu&rtile (above 130,9).
Second quartlie (11* * 130,9)
Third quartile (103 - 113,2)
Fourth quartile (up thru 102. 2 J
Teachers* Estimate
Ability to Learn scores
Above 6&)
57 * 6S)
up thru 4fe,8)
School Marks
[Above If)
'77 - S2)
$* - 7M>
,
up thru 73.3)
55
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A 8i»fflB64ry of The Quartile Perfect Correspondence and
Point Misplacement of Table 12*23.
Tenth Grade (115 Students)
Perfect Cor- voint &is~
resrsondence
Terman and Ability to Learn sooree 5^ 73
Ability to Learn scores and teacher »
e
estimate ^ 80
Terman scores and teachers* estimate &f
Terman scores and school marks 3**$
Estimate and school marks W 4
Ability to Learn scores and school marks 53$ 67
linth Grade (115 students)
Terman and Ability to Learn scores
Ability to Learn scores and teachers 1
estimate
Tenaan scores and teachers* estimate
Terman scores and school marks
Teachers* estimate and school marks
Terman and Ability to Learn scores
Ability to Learn score© and teachers
1
eetissate
Terman scores and teachers* estimate
Terman scores and school marks
Estimate and school marke
Ability to Learn scores and school marks
79
mi
gh
97
63
90
Grades
go*
up 90
37* 102
73
m
*6S#
when the Terman scores axe compared with the teachers* esti-
mate This seems to Indicate that the Ability to Learn
test is more reliable than the Terman test when compared with
the school marks and teachers* estimate in the tenth grade,
In the ninth grade the Ability to Learn scores compared
with the school marks have one percent more oases of perfect
correspondence (te^) and seven points less misplacement than
the Tarraan scores compared with the school marks (
•
Ability to team scores compared with the teachers* estimate
show one percent more cases of perfect correspondence {kOj,)
and two points lees misplacement than the Terman eoores
com-
pared with the teacere* estimate 09$). In the ninth grade
alao it seeme to indicate that the Ability to Learn
test is
more*reliable than the Terman test.
The average for the Ability to Learn scores and
school
marks for both grades show ten percent more oases of
perfect
correspondence {*ffl and twenty-four points
less misplacement
than the average for the Terman scores and school
marks (37>-X
The average for the Ability to Learn scores and
teach-
ers* estimate for both grades is two psroent
more oases of
perfect correspondence (W) and four points less misplace-
ment than the Terman scoree and teachers*
estimate (Ma*).
Once again it appears that the Ability to
Learn test Is more
reliable than the Terman test at least when
compared with
the school marks and teachers* estimate.
summary Am oobclusxois
Oraphe are presented showing the distribution curve of CD
Term&n scores with Ability to Learn scores In both grades,
(2) Ability to Learn scores of both grades, (3) school marks
with teachers 1 estimate In both grades.
The ©©efficients ef correlation are found for the fol~
lowing In both ninth and tenth grade 8$ Term&n scores and
Ability to Learn scores; Terman scores and teachers
1 estimate?
Terman scores and school marks Ability to Learn score© and
teachers* estimate; Ability to Loam scores and school marts;
school marks and teachers* estimate.
The same combinations for the two grades are placed in
quartilee and the percent of perfect correspondence and ihe
point misplacement are found.
Tables are made showing the distribution for Terman scores,
Ability to Learn scores, teachers* estimate and school
marks
for each gratis; an example of the Peareonian method
of corre-
lations of the Terman test scores and each te-t of the
Ability
to Learn test for each grade? a comparison of
correlations of
Terman test scores, Ability to Learn scores,
teachers* esti-
mate and school marks in each grade; the quartile
placement
of the different scores in each grade; and a
comparison of
the perfect correspondence and point
misplacement of each grade.
la each grade the 115 students are aarranged according
to the Ability to Learn seore reeetired, the highest first
and then In descending order* ifeeh student is represented
by a number. With the Ability to team score, each student's
Terman seore, teachers* estimate and school marks are record-
ed.
graphical
,
Method. The distribution curves of the Abil-
ity to Learn test scores and the Tsraan scores In the tenth
grade Figure X follow the normal probability curve as close-
ly as could be expected owing to the small number of oases*
There are 115 students tested in each grade and this is hard-
ly a large enough number to expect anything like a perfect
normal probability curve* If there had been as high as ^00
or 500 eases possibly the curve would have been smoother,
the Ability to Learn ourve t however, appears to be sore even
throughout than the Temen curve. Figure 1 seems to indicate
that the Ability to Learn test is just as reliable in the
tenth grade as the Terman test.
For the ninth grade the distribution curves of the Abil-
ity to Learn scores and the Terman scores, shown in Figure 2
are very uneven. This uneveaness might be attributed in part
to the resason stated above, With the exception of the two
middle points in the Ability to Learn curve it is mors sven
in the beginning and end than the Terman curve. Ko cause
was found to explain the two high points in the middle of the
-71**
Ability to Learn curve. The fact that the Ability tooLearn
curve is skewed to the left might indicate that the Tsrisan
test la more reliable in the ninth grade; but this is not
altogether certain.
In figure 3 the distribution curves for the Ability
to Learn scores of both graces are shown. The curve in the
tenth grade rises gradually until it reaches its highest point
between 66*70 and descends gradually with the exception of
one interval 91*95* The ninth grade curve rises rapidly
and reaches its highest point between 46*50 twenty points
sooner than the tenth grade. It descends very suddenly and
then rises suddenly to ft second high point between 56*60.
from then on it descends gradually. The fact that there are
ten more students in the tenth grade who received higher scores
than the highest In the ninth would naturally sake the curves
look very much different. This figure seems to indicate that
the Ability to Learn test is sore reliable in the tenth grade
$h&n in the liinta grade.
In Figure k and 5 the range from 6"o~9^ on the bane line
is narrow on acyount of being laid off in five point intervals.
The result is that the graphs resemble a triangle r,ore than
they do a normal probability curve. In figure h there are
eeven more case® that fall under the middle point in the
tee chers* estimate than in the school marks. It appeare that
the teachers* estimates are not as accurate es the school a&rks
In the ninth grade (Figure 5) there are nine more cases
that fall under the middle point in the school marks than in
the estimate. This would appear that the ninth grade teach-
ers fell short in their estimate by nine eaeee In this par-
ticular interval ( 75-79 )• Both figures LV and 7 seem to mib~
stantlate the olaim made by many educators and psychologists
that a teachers 1 estimate lo subjective and not very aocurate.
figure 6-7 do not seem to present enough evidence to he
able to say with any degree of certainty that one test was
better than the other.
Correlation regulte. It is interesting to note that
that the coefficient of correlation between the Teraan Test
scores and the Ability to Learn test scores is the same,
.67 *«03^ in both grades* The coefficient of correlation be-
tween the Terman soore and school marks in the tenth grade is
^63 KOk$ while the correlation between the Ability to Learn
scores and school marks in the same grade was «^7 -four
thousandths higher. It would appear from these figures that
the Ability to Learn test was Just as valid as the Tsraan
test for the tenth grade*
Objective tests or marks when correlated with other ob-
jectire tests or marks will have a higher correlation than
when they are correlated with subjective tests or marks. A
teaoher's estimate is more or less subjective so this fact
might account for the correlation between the Termen scores
and estimate (¥!• *.05) being six points higher than the
correlation ( *>S *.Of53) between the Ability to Learn soores
and the estimate In the tenth grade*
In the ninth grade the coefficient* of correlation are
tauoh higher. The correlation between the Tenaan scores and
school la&rks Is **Qk$) but the correlation between the
Ability to Learn scores and school a&r&s is (.60 *.04) a
difference of fourteen points. These figures seem to indi-
cate that the Ability to Learn test has rouoh more validity
than the fenaan Test. The correlation between the Tenaan
scores and teacher's estimate is *„044 while the cor-
relation between the Ability to Learn scores and teachers 1
estimate is .5$ £,0i& t a difference of four points. Again
the figures seem to point to the higher validity of the
Ability to Learn test* It would appear froia the correlations
that the Ability to Learn test has considerable more valid-
ity in the ninth grade than in the tenth.
The following are some of the correlations found by
1
W. A. Sowing*
I,' lowing, W.A7, '"(Cbajpaxative Validity of Mental Tesis ana
Silent Reading Teste in Predicting High school nucce»j%
Kassaebusstts State College Library, Amherst. June, 1931*
Tsrraan A l.Q. with Monroe si11ant Heading
Test. .6% **02^.
Chapman alient Reading with Monroe Silent
Reading.
.54 *.C&7.
The correlation between the Tersaaa A teet and the
Ability to Learn teet in this study is .67 **G3*4-, three
points higher than the coefficient 64 *,024 obtained in
Terman A with Nonroe Silent Heading Test* From theee
figures it appears that the Ability to Learn Teet when cor-
related with Terwan A test is thrte points more valid than
the Monroe Sillent Reading Test.
$uartlle results. #hen the Terman ©cores and school
marks in the tenth grade are placed in ouartlles there is
34$ perfect correspondence and 10£ points misplacement,
when the same is done to the Ability to Learn scores and
school marks the perfect correspondence is and the
points misplacement These figures show that there is
13$ sore perfect correspondence of the Ability to learn
scores and 25 points less misplacement. The Terman scores
and tsacers* estimate placed in miartiles show 46$ perfect
correspondence and £7 points Misplacement while the Ability
to Learn scores and teasers' estimate show perfect
oorrespondenoe and (30$ misplacement. Here there is a dif-
ference of only Z$ in perfect correspondence and. seven
points in misplacement* It appears that the students re-
main in their respective quartiles better when they take the
Ability to Learn Test*
In the ninth grade the difference in perfect oorree*
pondenoe are not so large. The Taxman scores and school
marks have perfect correspondence and 97 points mis-
placement while the Ability to Learn scores and school
marks have kst$ perfect correspondence and 90 points mis-
placement* This show only a different of one percent in
perfect correspondence and seven points misplacement. The
Terman scores and teachers* estimate have 39$ perfect cor-
respondence and 94 points misplacement while the Ability
to Learn scores and teachers 1 estimate have kO$> perfect cor-
respondence and 92 points misplacement* From these results
It is seen that the students remain in their respective
quartilee better in the Ability to Learn test, indicating
that such the Ability to Learn test is something more valid
in predicting school success than the fersaan test is.
Tabulations . The tabulations in the tenth grade show
that the student having the highest scores in the Ability
to Learn and Terman teste does not have the highest estimate
or school mark. This student for some unknown reason re-
ceived a 77 in his school marks and did not work up to his
capacity during his daily work. The student rating sixth
in the Ability to Learn test rates sixteenth in the Termaa
test and first in the school marks.
In the ninth grade the student reoiving the highest
school mark rated sixth in the Ability to learn test and third
-7&
in the Terman test. The student receiving the second In the
school marks rated twenty-second In the Ability to Learn test
and fifty-three in the Temmn Test.
In order to ascertain what part of the Ability to Learn
thest might be less valid than the other each test le cor-
related with the Terraan test. The results of thle lnvesti-
gatlon are ehoim in Table 9. Test III (.2$) la twenty-seven
points lower than the next lowest in the tenth grade, (Test
Ko. 1. .56) but no legitimate reason for this low correlation
was found. An effort was made to bring this coefficient up
higher by multiplying test III scores by two and correlating
the result with Teraan scores. The result of this correlation
is («33) four points higher than the original No. Ill test
coefficient. This however does not appear to be sufficient
reraedy to safes Test III acre reliable, for the four points
difference does not materially affect the validity of the test.
The Ability to Learn test minus test So. Ill is corre-
lated with the Terman test and the coefficient obtained is .60.
This Is seven points lower than when test Mo. Ill is included
in the correlation* Test Ho. I is weighted and correlated
with the Terraan test but the result obtained is .5^ *™ points
lower than the original correlation .56. *h« Ability to Learn
test minus test Ho. Ill is correlated with the school marks in
the tenth grade and the results obtained is two polnta
higher than the orlglanl correlation .^7*
-77-
The results found fro® these experiments do not see®
to warrant further experimenting so it ms decided to leave
the Ability to kearn test in its original form.
-70
The following 1b a synopsis of the data found in thla
study when the Ter»an test and the Ability to Learn test
are oosspared with, the school marks and the teachers* estimate.
jfiftth Grade
0rat»hieal method
Figure 6, Does not seea to Indicate that one test
is any better $han the other,
qprreXatlon flatbed
Ability to Learn and school mrke ,60* ,o&
Terman and school marks .k6±
Ability to Learn estimate ,q*&
and estiifoate
.ffin- # ohl
These correlations seem to indicate that the Ability to
Learn test Is wore valid than the Tenaaa Test.
Perfect
B^fljlfal BHHH 1 Oorrea^onoenos
Ability to Learn and school narks
Terman and school ©arks
Ability to Learn and estimate
Torra&n and estimate
Tbjrse results are also in favor of the Ability to Learn test.
Tenth Grade
graphical method
Figure 7 Does not seem to indicate that one test
is better than the other.
Correlation, method
Ability to Learn and school marks Mj± .Ojg
Terman and school marks '"604 "
Terman and estimate *g|§
Ability to Learn and estimate t ggT
These results seem to indicate that there its little difference
in the two tests and one was about as relia^f^t
the 0theT '
QHMtlle method Oorresponden9e
Ability to Learn and school marks ||and school marks
Ability to Learn and estimate
Terman aii(i estimate
These results seem to indicate that the Ability
to Learn
test is more valid than the Terman test.
SStfiS'tTJaEi LW one The °orrelatIon and
«se^y°to ^rMlHo ae££. that the Ability
to Learn tS is more reliable than the Ter»an test.
-.10-
It has boen shown In Chapter II how the Intelligence
test from the time of Binet and Simon In 1905 to the present
day, h£-.s undergone several changes from the single test
dealing with sensory and motor processes, to the more praotioal
group test. (Terman A) based on past experience. In this study
an attempt has been made to show that there is a field open
for a new kind of test that has nothing or but very little
to do with past experience namely a test based on ability to
learn*
It would appear from the results of this study that a
worth while idea has been presented, namely, a test con-
strued on subject matter based on ability to learn. The
Terman A intelligence test, has been accepted by many schools
as a suitable test by which to rate the Intelligence of their
students. The Ability to Learn test when correlated ^ith the
school marks in the tenth grade is four thousandths higher
.463) than the Terman test. In the ninth grade the
Ability to Learn test when correlated with the school marks
is .6Q$,0**9 a difference of fourteen points In favor of the
Ability to Learn Test. From these figures it sesms plausi-
ble to assume that the Ability to Learn test has considerable
greater validity than the Terman test at least in the ninth
grade.
At the Massachusetts Btate College a test was construetad by
8r« H.H. Gllcfe and &r, A.H. Holway, and adminl stored to the
first year students* The subject matter in this test was
also based on ability to learn, The result© obtained were
very satisfactory. This test whan correlated with ths college
marks gave a higher coefficient of correlation than two other
recognised Intelligence test * the (Army Alpha, The Psycho*
logical Examination) 1 did with the same marks.
It would be Interesting and enlightening to have a
study made using the Ability to X*eam test, achievement tests*
silent reading tests and objective marks instead of the Tersan
A scores, teachers* marks and estimates as was done in this
study*
1. Published by American 6oi*neli on feducation ^ahington,'
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EST PRINGFIELD
High School
s cholastic Aptitude Test
For Ninth and Tenth Grades
Prepared ty H. N. Glick and Chas. P. McDonnell
Name
Age
(Last name) (Given name or initials)
Score
•
.
Directions for 'Vest Springfield Eigh School Scholastic
Aptitude Test
In this test you are to take, you may use either pencil or pen.
Pay attention to the directions and there will be no need of asking
any questions. This is not a test of ",hat you enow and it will have
no influence on your school marks. Before you begin the test ^ou
are not supposed to know the answers to any of the questions in it. It
is intended to be a test of your ability to learn certain t:/-pes of
subject matter which you v:ill meet in high school. In every part of
the test, you will be given an opportunity to learn the ans ers to the
questions. Some of the answers you may find difficult to learn but
do not feel di'scouraged for no one is supoosed to make a perfect score. •
Do the best '/ou can in the time allowed.
The first papers to be passed out are study sheets and they will
be handed to you face down. Do not look at tbeiri until told to do so.
:ifter these are studied, they will be collected and the test will be
given to you.
(Study sheets are passed out and handed to pupils face down.)
Now look at the study sheets and read the directions under Sec-
tion I while I read them over with you. (Read directions. ) The print-
ed material under part B has nothing to do with the drawing.
,You will be allowed 5 minutes to study. Begin.
Now turn to the next sheet, Section II and look at the directions
hile I read them. (Read directions.)
You will be allowed 3 minutes to study. Begin.
Now turn to the next sheet, Section IV oart A and look at directions
while I read them. (Read Directions.)
You will be allowed 3 minutes to study. Begin.
Now turn to the next 3.heet, Section IV part B and look at directions
hile I read 'them. (Read directions.)
You will be allowed 3 minutes to study. Begin.
Now turn to next sheet, Section VI and look at directions
hile I read them. (Read Directions.)
'You will fee a ! lowed 4 minutes. Begin.
If you get through after 3 minutes are up, you may turn hack
nd study an? of the other sheets.
Now turn papers over and pass them forward. (Study sheets are
ollected and tests are given out.)
Write your name on the line indicated and your age.
Turn to first sheet Section III and look at the directions while
read them. (Read Directions.)
You will he allowed 10 minutes. Begin.
Now turn, to next sheet Section I oart A and look at directions
rhile I read them. (Read Directions.)
You will he allowed 4 minutes . --""Begin.
NOW turn to next sheet Section I part B and look at directions
hile I read them. (Read Directions.)
You will he allowed 4 minutes. Begin.
Now turn to next sheet Section II and look at directions while
[ read them. (Read Directions .
)
You will he allowed 3 minutes. Begin.
Turn to next sheet IV part A and look at directions while
I read
them. (Read Directions.)
You will he allowed about 3 minutes. Begin.
^-Now turn to next sheet Section IV part B and look at
directions
while I read them. (Read directions.)
You will be allowed about 4 minutes. Begin.
i+ ,^1 "^pction 6. Pt-rt A und Part 3. Look atNow turn to next sneet, ,,e -cio o
directions while I read them. (Read Directions.)
You will be allowed about 5 minutes.
-S5-
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Directions :-
Study thoroughly the drawing and the printed material on this
sheet. You will be asked questions about it later. You will not
be asked to reprdduce the drawing.
PART A.
QRAS.S - MO pp£ R
1. Metamorphosis is the change of form undergone from egg to adult,
as in insects.
2. Operculum is a lid or flap in fishes, eovering the gills.
3. Pharynx is an irregular cavity at the back of the mouth.
4. Proglottids are reproductive body segments of a tapeworm.
5. Diastase is an enzyme in plants which changes starch to sugar.
6. Cerebrum is the front part of the brain.
7. Chlorophyll is the green coloring matter* of plants.
8. Ganglion is a mass of nerve tissue.
9. Pseudopodia are projections of protoplasm used for locomotion in
the amoeba.
10. Pylorus is the valve between the stomach and the small intestines,
L. / r7-O -
*X. Diaphragm is the muscular wall at the haye of the lungs.
-36-
SECTIOU II
Study carefully the paragraph below. Read it over asmany times as you can until you are asked to stop. You willhe asked questions on it later.
^harles the second was thirty years old on the day thathe entered London, lay 29, 1660. He had received little
systematic instruction from books; but his life had been astirring one, full of harsh and varied lessons in the great
school of experience. As a bey of twelve he had narrowly
escaped capture at Idgehillj when only fifteen, he had been putin nominal command of the royal army of the West, and e*rlyin 1646, by the order of his father, he fled from England.Inen followed long years of exile. Often out at the elbows;
the recipient of grudging advances from those who found him
a burden; disappointed, time and again, in his efforts to
come to his own, he displayed through all his adversity the
single virtue of cheerfulness. Once, and ^nce only, he mani-fested and unselfishness that was truly praiseworthy. In
order to "save his father's head" he forwarded to Parliament
a sheet of paper with his signature attached, offering to
observe whatever conditions they might choose to insert. At
all times he appears simply as a "needy and frivolous but
agreeable prince," who continually vexed his grave and
learned councilor, Hyde, by his unwillingness "to work and
his loose habits. His brief experience in Scotland under
the "sour tyrannies of the Kirk" led him to declare that
Presbyterianism "was not a religion for a entlenan, " and
emphasized by c ntrast the "gorgeous ceremonies and easy
morals," of Roman Catholicism as he found it in France.
That became his faith, so far as he can be said to have had
any, though he was not received into the fold of the Church
until he lay on his deathbed. Although he hated the details
of business and was too sensible to believe in the Divine
Right of Kings, he aimed to keep as free from parliamentary
control as possible; to that end, he set up a standing army,
he sought to re-introduoe Roman Oath- licism, to secure tol-
eration for disoenters, and furthermore allied himself with
France. He bribed, flattered, and managed, but fully alive
to h ; s royal limitations he yielded -'oen popular opposition
proved tor strong. Thus, before the close of his reign, he
gave up all his projects except the French alliance which
he clung to tenaciously; with a olitical cunninp rare in history,
he shifted to the Anglican side and by playing the Anglicans
and the French a.;ainst one another he rnana./ed to spend his last
years free from parliamentary restraint.
—$7**
SECTION IV
Part A
Directions:- You are to study this map carefully. Later you will
be asked questions on it. You will not be asked to rep»odnce_Jtiie
map.
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SBQTIQH IV
Part B
Directions:- You are to study the statements below. You will be asked
questions about them later.
1. The Roosevelt Dam is seventy miles from Phoenix, Arizona, and is
used to store water for irrigation.
2. The official language of the people of Pexico is Spanish
.
3. The mines of Sudbury, Canada, produce about 2/3 of the nickel of
the world.
4. Coffee is the only crop of importance on the Pacific coast of Cen-
tral America.
5. Platinum is found in Russia and in Colombia
.
6. The climate of England is modified by the Gulf Stream.
7. An arm of the sea extending into the land is called a fiord . And
there are many of these in Norway
.
8. Singapore is the great commercial city of the East Indies.
9. India and Japan have the best railroads of all the Asiatic count-
ries.
10. The most valuable tree within the tropics is the coconut tree.
11. Buenos Aires in Argentina is an important and modern city.
12. Denmark is known all over the world for its bacon.
13. The Rhine River in Germany is famous for its scenic beauty.
14. Hawaii sends a great deal of sugar and pineapples to the United
States
.
15. Cork is the bark of a species of oak tree that grows in Portugal .
16. Switzerland has the most democratic government in the world.
17. The largest line of manufacturing in Japan is cotton goods .
18. The three great sugar beet countries of -Europe are Poland Germany
,
and France
.
19. Cinchona or Peruvian bark supplies quinine , one of the most im-
portant drugs of commerce.
20. Rabbits do an enormous amount of damage to the crops in Australia .
SECTION V
Directions: -Study carefully the selections given below. You will be
asked questions about them later. You will not be expected to memo-
rize the selections.
PART A
As we look back upon the age of Elizabeth, we are conscious of
certain outstanding features. It was, first of all, an age of change
and expansion. Within the lifetime of Shakespeare the religion of
England changed from something close to Catholicism to something
close to Puritanism. Within his lifetime England changed from a
position of comparative isolation and international insignificance to
a position cf proud national strength,: capable of resisting on the
sea the full strength of Spain, then the dominant European power.
(Social Backgrounds of Eng. Lit.)
PART B
The world stands out on either side
No wider than the heart is wide;
Above the world is stretched the sky,
No higher than the soul is high.
The heart can push the sea and land
Father away on either hand;
The soul can split the sky in two
And let the fac* of God shine through.
But East and West will pinch the heart
That cannot keep them pushed apart;
And he whose soul is flat—the sky
Will cave in on him by and by.
Edna St. Vincent Mi ''lay
SECTION I
PART A
Directions
This is the drawing you studied; the parts are numbered and the
~ ;name© -of the parts are below the drawing. You are to copy the- num-
"*b-ejr of each part in the parenthesis after the name of that part.
-'^Example.:- Number 1 is the Labrum, so 1 is placed in the piarenthesis-
after Labrum. Do nothing with the names of parts which do not. be-
-;^long to this drawing.
Labrum ( 1 ) Mandibles .
.
Abdomen ( ) Spiracles..
Ueta-Thorax ,( ) Tarsus
Ovipositor ( ) Ear
Pro-Thorax ( ) Labium- . .
.
Meso-Thorax ( ) Palpus
Femur ( ) Coka
Tibia ( ) Maxillipeds
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SECTION I (Continued)
Directions ; (Part B)
Below are the definitions which you studied with the terms de
—
fined left out. The terms defined are in the list of terms below,
what you are to do is to copy the number of the definition in the
parenthesis after the term which the definition best defines.
-Example: Definition Number 1 defines Metamorphosis , so 1 is placed...
in. .the-- parenthesis after Metamorphosis . Do nothing with the-texms-
_
im-the list which are not defined by any of the defjuuiians-.
— is the change of form undergone from egg tn.^tit^jurjn,
insects.
2. is a lid or flap in fishes, covering the gills. '
3. is an irregular cavity at the back of the mouth.
4 4 are reproductive body segments of a tapeworm.
5. is an enzyme in plants which changes starch to sugar.
6. is the front part of the brain.
7. is the green coloring matter of plants.
8. is a mass of nerve tissue.
9. . are projections of protoplasm used for locomotion in the
amoeba.
10. * is the valve between the stomach and small intestines.
11. »- is the muscular wall at the base of the lungs.
metamorphosis (1
pharynx ...........(
chlorophyll. (
ganglion. (
pylorus (
i
.aphr/am.. »*,*.«..-«.-»..•.«.-» «•,.»»-» .«-..* .» . ( ^
operculum. .
,
proglottids.
diastase-. • .
.
cerebrum. . .
pseudopodia.
pancreas. . .
.
)
SECTION II
Directions :
Below are some statements taken from the paragraph you
studied in Section II. You are to place a check after the express-
ion which you think best completes the statement. Example: In the
first statement a check is placed after the date 1660. Check only
one expression in each statement.
1. Charles II entered London in the year
1201
1660
1672
2. When he entered London he was fe"o|
1650
years old.
Oxford3. He gained most of his education in the great school of
4. On his father's orders he fled from England in the year of
never
)
5. During his exile he was jalwaysj | in need of money.
(sad '
Cambridge
Experience!
1630
1646
1555
i u ,
6. Charles was usually jhappsrt
7. His councilor's name was
Hyde
Cromwell!
'Peel
8. The religion which he said was not for a gentleman was the
religion,
Presbyterian
,
I
Baptist 1 religion.
Catholic
9. The religion he preferred was the
j
lazy
10. As a worker he was industrious
is trong
11. His habits were !li»se
Me thodis t
Presbyterian 1
Catholic !
T2
T8
L
20 ' I years old12. He escaped capture at Edgehill when he was ,
on his death bed
13. He was received into the Catholic Church
(selfish
at his coronation
never
14. Most of the time Charles wa s [unselfish' \ .
was mentioned.
France
i
15. In this paragraph jltaly
Spain 1
Germany*"
r anc e ]__
jgood
poor business nan*
17. He allied himself with Sweden 1
Holland 1
18. He tried to re»introduce the {Methodist,
Catholic
!
religion.
19. As a politician he was considered
religion,
cunning
good
fair
i
Anglican
Catholic
Presbyterian
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SECTION III
Directions: On this sheet you will find a vocabulary, some
rules and some sample sentences of an artificial language. On the
op posite sheet are some English sentences and just beneath each
English sentence is its translation into the artificial language.
Some of these translations are correct and some are incorrect. You
are to study the language on this sheet and draw a line through
every ward which is incorrectly translated on the opposite sheet.
Do not try to memorize the vocabulary and forms on this sheet but
you may consult them freely while checking the translation. If
you mark through correctly translated words, it will count against
you.
Vocabulary
I— ego
see— set
the— le
cat—moh
dog—can
and— et
run--unray
a^vay—ay
that—lat
house—chi
he--fu
she--fe
study--etud
lesson--esson
to— fo
at- -mo
difficult—ne
boy—gar
g3od— ber
school—lol
like—nek
girl— far
for— or
large—gat
home--chien
Is— as
bo-ok—ko
Rules
1. Plurals of nouns and pronouns
are formed by adding % M
Example: we—egow
they—fuw
2. Past time is indicated by
placing "ez" before the verb.
Example: see—set
saw—ezset
3. Opposites are formed by add-
ing "en"
Example: difficult—ne
easy—neen
4. The objective case is indi-
cated by placing "om" before
the noun or pronoun
Example: him—omfu
them— oinfuw
Samples: (The incorrect trans-
lations are marked.;
I see the dog.
ego Hnr^'f le a&ife*
B The house is large,
le ehien as gatenr
SECTION III Continued
I see the cat.
gc set lat moh.
The cat sees me.
Ie moh set omego
.
Tho- dog rims away,
fo cr:i unray chi.
He ran to the cat.
fe etud et le. ko
.
He saw that dog.
fu ezset lat can.
The house is large,
le chien ezas gat.
She studies the lessens,
fe etud le essonw.
He studied at home,
fu. ezetud fo chien.
He runs t« that house,
or unray fo le lol.
Th© lesson was difficult,
le esson as , ne .
The good hoy studied the lessons at school,
ko ber far ezetud les essonw mo lol.
The cat and the boy were at home.
Ie moh et lat gar ezas mo chien.
The lesson was easy for her.
1© gat as neen fo omfe.
The dog ran to the girl,
le can ezunray fo le far.
They saw the dog and cat.
fu set le can et moh.
That boy likes the girl and she likes him.
let gar mek le far le fe gat omfu.
We saw a large boy and small girl,
ego set gat gar et gar far.
The boy ran to the house for that book,
le gar unray fo le chi or lat ko,
The girl is studying the difficult le3so*s,
le gar as le neen esson.
SECTION IV " -95-
Part A
Directions: This is the map you studied with the names left out^ The
names are given in the column at the left of the sheet. Ycu are- to
_
place the numbers that are on the map in the parentheses -after the
names, on the left. Example: The section of the map where you see a
number 1 is Brazil, so you place a 1 in the parenthesis after the
name Brazil.
Brazil
Buenos Aires
Columbia
Bolivia-
Guiana
Uruguay
Peru
Venezuela
Chile
Amazon River
Rio Janeiro
Santiago
Ecuador
Parana River
Paraguay
Caracas
Pa.nama Canal
Sao Francisco River
Argentina
Trinidad Island
Para
Santos
Lima
Quito
Part B
Directions:- Below are the statements you studied with the answers
left out. You are to copy the number of the statement in the paren-
thesis after the word that best completes the statement. Example:
The word that best completes the first statement is Roosevelt Dam, so
a 1 is placed in the parenthesis after the word Roosevelt Dam.
The is seventy miles from Phoenix, Arizona and is
used to store water for irrigation.
The official language of the people of Mexico is .
The mines of Sudbury, Canada produce about 2/3 of the of
the world.
. m
is the only crop of importance on the Pacific coast oi
2
n
Central America.
Platinum is found in
The climate of
and
is modified by the Gulf Stream
An'arm of the sea extending into the land is called a _
is the great commercial city of the East Indies,
and have the best railroads of all the Asiatic
5,
6,
7.
8.
9
.
countries.
10. The most valuable tree within the tropics is the
IX, . in Argentina is an important ^and modern city
12.
13. The
14.
tree.
is known all over the world for its bacon.
in Germany is famous for its scenic beauty.
sends a great deal of sugar and pineapples to the United
C Get t
Cork is the bark of a species of oak tree that grows in _^
has the most democratic government in the world.
17 1 The largest line of manufacturing in Japan is
10. The three great sugar beet countries of Europe are
and
.
19. Cinchona or Peruvian bark supplies
>
one of the most im-
portant drugs of commerce.
20. babbits do an enormous amount of damage to the crops m
Roosevelt Dam.
England ,
Spanish
Germany
Russia
India
Poland.
Singapore. . . .
Rhine River.
.
Quinine
Coconut
France
China
Switzerland.
.
Cotton goods.
Fiord
Coffee. .
.
Colombia.
Denmark.
Hawaii. .
,
Nickel. .
Portugal
Buenos Aires,
Norway
Australia. .
•
Japan
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Section 6
PART A
Direc tions :-Part A. Below is the substance of the first selection j<ra
read with some numbered blanks indicating that some of the words are
left out. The words left out are listed below. You are to copy the
number of each blank in the parentheses after the word which belongs
in the blank.
As we look back upon the age of (1) we are conscious of certain
outstanding features. It was, (2
)
, of all an age of change and
(5) Within the lifetime of (4) the (5) of England changed
from something close to ( 6
)
to something close to (7
)
Within
his life- time (8) changed from a (9) of comparative ( 10
)
and international insignificance to a position of proud ( 11
)
( 12 ) y capable of resisting on the sea the full strength of
(13) then the dominant (14) (15) .
(Social Backgrounds of Eng. Lit.)
Elizabeth. .
,
expansion. .
strength. . .
Spain. ......
Puritanism.
England,
posi tion. . .
,
development.
European. . .
.
mos t. ...... ,
progress . .
.
Catholicism
Shakespeare
isolation. .
,
national. .
religion. .
first
power
leadership.
)
PART B
Direc tions :-Answer the following questions according to the poem which
you read. If a statement is true, cltoeck ( *s) true; if it is false
check false J if the poem doesn't say whether a st
false, check didn't say. The samples are checked
side.
Samples: l.The t;orld stands out on either
1 tement is
correc tly
true false
true or
>
didn't say
neart.
2. The world is wider than the
piane'ts
.
3. The world is bigger than the i
1. The poem implies the existence of , God. 1 1
The world is bounded by the heart; 1
5. The sky stretches higher than our sould.
i ....
4. The world itself helps us to find God* 1
5. Tftie soul can let the face of God shine througl
the sky.
.
,
t
6. Narrow horizons Will pinch the heart that doej
n't expand.
i.
7. Mountains help to expand our hearts.
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